Medical Campus 0.6 miles

1. Medical Laboratories
The front of Medical Laboratories features a medical coat of arms surrounded by sea serpents, a nod to the Greek god of medicine.

2. Eckstein Medical Research Building
The Eckstein Medical Research Building was designed with gray and red tiles to give the large building a layered look. The courtyard to the right of the building contains a sculpture titled Gateway to Self-Realization by Robert Arneson, which includes four self-portraits.

3. Boyd Tower
As you walk, look towards the skyline to view the hospital’s origin. The General Hospital’s Gothic Tower (Boyd Tower) is seven stories tall and is an institutional symbol of University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics.

4. Bowen Science Building
The S-shaped backbone of the Bowen Science Building houses one of the most concentrated research locations on campus. Designer Walter Netsch used the basic shape of a square, rotated and overlapped many times, to create this unique design.

Bonus Code Question:
What year, recorded on the original blueprint for the Medical Laboratories building, can be seen in the two-story central bay window? Submit the answer in Employee Self-Service > My LiveWELL Portal for 150 liveWELL points!